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Dynamic Office Solutions 
Here at Dynamic we are a young, enthusiastic team and between us have 
more than a century of experience in customer service and office interiors. 
Our expertise in office seating and furniture enables us to offer one of the 
largest and best product portfolios in the UK - at affordable prices.

Our motto is ‘Make It Happen’ and we proudly promote a ‘can do’ attitude 
throughout our company, from the bottom to the top. 

Start to finish Dynamic is a responsive and high quality business. From 
product design and conception to delivery to your door Dynamic offers the 
best standards of quality assurance with rigorous testing and certification 
procedures for our products, manufactured using modern production 
techniques and quality materials 

We are continually evolving, growing, always striving to improve our 
products, systems and service for you. We work hand in hand with our 
customers and value feedback. Dynamic is proud to offer a great range of 
attractive, purposeful and quality office seating and furniture that spans a 
wide spectrum of categories including:- 

• Contract furniture and storage 
• Boardroom furniture 
• Mesh Office chairs 
• Executive office seating 
• Task office chairs 
• Operator office seating 
• Visitor and boardroom office chairs 
• Soft seating

Take some time to look at our ergonomic range of chiropractor approved 
chairs which are endorsed by qualified chiropractor Dr Robert Bateman. 

Dynamic is a trade only supplier that will deliver nationwide direct to 
consumers and end users with an express service on behalf of furniture 
dealers up and down the country. 

You can even have your chair assembled prior to delivery just ask 
your dealer who will be able to arrange this for you. We also provide a 
comprehensive delivery and installation service for our furniture if you wish.

Dynamic also has a fast track upholstery service enabling us to quickly and 
efficiently upholster a chair in a bespoke fabric of your choice and deliver it 
with same express service we always provide.

We hope you choose one of our chairs and look forward to servicing your 
requirements in the near future.

Best Regards 
Team Dynamic



movements & product icons
How to choose your chair; most chairs can be simplified with a certain amount of movements or 
features whether you are looking for an adjustable lumbar, seat slide or arms the icons detailed at 
the bottom of each page will help you choose.
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category index
Use the below colour coded category index list 
to easily browse through the different sections.

Gas height adjustment
Adjust the chair height as desired.

Synchronised tilt mechanism
Reclines backrest and seat together at a 
ratio of approx. 2.5:1 for optimal seating 
position.

Adjustable armrest
Fully adjustable multi-positional armrest; 
height, width and depth movement caters 
to users of all shapes and sizes.

Armrests
Relieve strain by providing support for the 
forearms.

Height adjustable armrest
Adjust armrest height to suit individual 
requirement.

Seat angle adjustment
Lever adjusts seat angle to encourage 
recommended seat position.

Adjustable headrest
Adjustable headrest for optimum support 
and comfort.

Adjustable or free float back 
Optimal comfort by locking the backrest at 
any angle or a free float option.

Seat slide
Adjust the seat depth to fit your body to 
improve circulation by alleviating pressure 
on the legs.

Height adjustable backrest
Height adjustable back to improve support 
and posture.

Lock tilt motion
Lever allows chair to be locked upright  
or allows free tilt.

Stacking chair
Conveniently stackable chairs provide easy 
and discreet storage.

Folding armrest
Stylish, comfortable and functional folding 
arm provides optional support.

Adjustable lumbar support
Improve posture with fully adjustable 
lumbar giving support where you need it.

Integral lumbar
An integrated fixed lumbar to provide extra 
back support.

Tilt tension adjustment
Adjust the tension of the seat tilt 
mechanism to support individual 
requirements.

Infinite lock mechanism
Lever adjusts seat and back angle as one – 
lockable in any position.

Seat depth adjustment
Adjust the backrest depth for a larger 
seating area, suited for the longer leg.

04 posture chairs
10 executive chairs
34 task and operator chairs
66 conference and visitor seating
74 reception and breakout seating
80 glass furniture
82 high gloss boardroom

Independent seat and back
Position seat and back angle independently 
for optimum support and posture.

Auto tilt tensioner
Automated weight tensioner requires no 
manual adjustment and provides correctly 
tensioned reclining adjustment.

Anti-Shock
Prevents user being thrown forward when 
adjusting seating angles.

Knee tilt
Scissor hinged mechanism. Provides zero 
upward pressure to back of legs avoiding 
constriction of leg blood vessels.

Headrest
Provides support and relief for the head 
and neck muscles.
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All our products are 
guaranteed for a 

minimum of 2 years

Members of FIRA, an independent  
research organisation dedicated to 
quality and design excellence in the 
office furniture and seating market.



posture chairs

Chiropractor approved chairs

Chiro Plus Ultimate
Chiro Plus
Chiro Plus Cantilever
Stealth
Onyx
Ergo-Dynamic
Footstool

Back pain is currently the largest 
reported reason for sickness 
absence. Staff that use a chair 
promoting good posture with 
the correct support will be more 
productive and efficient with a 
noticeable increase in customer 
satisfaction and decreased 
absence levels. The correct 
chair is not an expense; it is an 
investment in your bottom line 
profitability.

More working hours are lost through back 
pain and poor posture than any other 
reason. Our innovative, stylish, high quality 
posture chairs are designed to provide 
outstanding posture support and a high level 
of adjustability. This enables you to get the 
chair to ‘fit’ your best sitting position.
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posture chairs 05

Chiro Plus Blue FabricChiro Plus Cantilever Chiro Plus Ultimate Leather

Chiro Plus Black without Headrest

Chiro Plus and Chiro 
Plus Ultimate
Equipped with an anti-shock, synchronised reclining mechanism, 
backrest height and seat slider depth adjustment, the Chiro plus can be 
perfectly adjusted to suit your personal requirements.

Sculpted seat and back cushions create an unrivalled comfort zone.

Additionally, a fully adjustable lumbar support is available on the 
upgraded Chiro plus Ultimate version.

You’re in good hands with the Chiro Plus range.

Features:

• Patented product
•  24/7 posture chair approved by a UK Chiropractic doctor
•  Upholstered in soft feel fabric available in blue, black or wine
•  Chiro Plus Ultimate also available in bonded leather upholstery
•  Multi-functional arms, height and side adjustable
•  Multi-position arm pads to help prevent RSI
•  Seat slide
• Contoured foam
• Cofemo synchronous mechanism
• Chrome base
•  Ultimate includes twin lever fully  

adjustable lumbar
•  UK crib 5 foam and fabric
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: posture 24/7

Chiro Plus Wine
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06 posture chairs

Stealth
Dynamic are proud to introduce the stealth family 
into our range.

Already a firm favourite, this superbly refined heavy 
duty contract chair is made to cope in the most 
demanding environments.

Its generously proportioned seating dimensions 
and many adjustments mean that it will easily 
accommodate most users.

This task range is also complemented by the 
matching visitor chairs which boast the same 
quality as their counterparts.

Available in All Mesh or Airmesh seat with mesh 
back finish. Headrest optional.

Features:

• Suitable for heavy duty contract use
• Large seat and backrest
•  Height and depth adjustable lumbar support
•  Synchro tilt multi lock mechanism with weight 

tensioner
• Ergonomic seat slide
• Fully adjustable armrests with pivoting 
• Soft arm pads
• Optional headrest
• Variety of finishes
• Usage: Posture 24/7

Stealth Full Mesh 
Cantilever

Stealth Mesh Back 
Airmesh Seat 
with head rest
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Stealth Full Mesh
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Onyx
The Onyx chair from Dynamic Office 
Solutions is a fresh, contemporary office 
chair that offers a range of inspired features 
such as a multi-functional asynchronous 
mechanism with multiple adjustments and 
a contoured foam seat and back for extra 
support and comfort.

The Onyx is a top choice for a posture 
task chair.

Available in black or blue fabric and bonded 
leather upholstery options.

Optional headrest variant available.

Features:

• Patented product
•  Posture Chair - approved by a UK 

Chiropractic Doctor
•  Multi-functional asynchronous 

mechanism allows many adjustments
• Polished chrome base
•  Contoured foam seat and back for 

extra support and comfort
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Posture 24/7 

Onyx Blue Fabric with Headrest

Onyx Reupholstered Seat with HeadrestOnyx Reupholstered

Onyx Black Fabric

Onyx Black Leather with Headrest



08 posture chairs

Ergo-Dynamic mesh 
White Frame

Ergo-Dynamic Black Leather, 
White Frame with head rest

Ergo-Dynamic
The Ergo-Dynamic range represents a 
new wave of exciting ergonomic posture 
seating.

The vast range includes a wealth of 
options; from breathable mesh or luxurious 
bonded leather upholstery, through to 
the stow away foot-stool - there is no 
compromise on your comfort.

Ergonomically designed controls allow you 
to effortlessly adjust the chair’s array of 
features.

Make your next seating experience a truly 
Dynamic one.

Features:

• Ergonomic design for maximum comfort
•  Stylish split backrest design incorporates 

separate lumbar support 
•  Synchronised reclining mechanism locks 

in multiple positions
•  Anti-shock mechanism aids comfortable 

operation 
• Quality polished aluminium features
• Seat slide depth adjustment
•  Soft padded pivot and height adjustable 

armrests.

Ergo-Dynamic Black Leather, 
White Frame with head rest 
rear aspect
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Ergo-Dynamic Black Leather 
Black Frame

Ergo-Dynamic mesh 
Black Frame
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Ergo-Dynamic Black Frame, Black 
Mesh with Ergo Footstool stowed

Ergo Footstool 
White Frame

Ergo Footstool 
Black Frame

Ergo-Dynamic White Frame 
Black Mesh

Ergo-Footstool

Ergo-Dynamic Black Frame 
Black Leather

Ergo-Dynamic Black Frame 
Black Mesh
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executive 
chairs

Enterprise
Enterprise Visitor
Zephyr
Midas
Mirage
Mirage Cantilever
Savoy
Savoy Cantilever
Ritz
Ritz Cantilever
Classic
Classic Cantilever
Zico
Chelsea
Sanderson

Troy
Xenon
Dune
Monterey
Rocky
Finsbury
Galloway
Romeo
Desire
Moore
Moore Deluxe
Vegas
Plaza
Harley
Blitz

Todays executive has much asked of 
them. They must operate at maximum 
efficiency. And style conscious execs 
want to look good in their office as 
well. Our executive ranges deliver 
seating with eye-appeal, comfort, 
functionality and that vital ingredient all 
senior employees look for - value.



executive 11executive    

Enterprise High 
Back Tan Leather

Enterprise
Timeless, sophisticated style is matched with 
outstanding engineering principals to bring you 
the Enterprise.

With polished aluminium base and chassis, high 
contrast stitching detail on leather and distinctive 
seat and back support shaping these chairs will 
deliver comfort all-day long.

The Enterprise offers a range of high back 
executive armchairs, with optional height 
adjustable headrest and complimenting visitor 
armchairs.

Features:

•  Stylishly designed frame encompasses 
luxurious upholstered armrests

•  Contemporary aluminium accent detailing 
throughout

•  High density, quality foam provides optimal 
comfort

•  Synchronised tilt mechanism with multi 
position locking and anti shock system

•  Easily adjustable tilt tension operated via 
extending handle

• Polished aluminium wheel base
• Optional height adjustable headrest
• Usage: Executive 8hr
• Matching visitor version available
•  Guarantee: 5 year mechanical – 2 year foam 

and fabric
 

Enterprise 
Medium Back 
Black Fabric

Enterprise Visitor
Tan Leather

Enterprise 
Medium Back 
Black Leather

Enterprise Visitor 
Black LeatherYear G
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Zephyr
Boldly going where no chair has gone before. The Zephyr 
takes you to a new comfort destination. Our unique range of 
this distinctive, uber stylish posture perfect seating solution 
has it all.

There are fine mesh, fully upholstered, partly upholstered and 
stunning flexible elastomer options.

The seat and backrest are carefully contoured to provide 
maximum comfort.

The high quality outer skeleton wraps the user in touch point 
technology. Padded arm rests on the fabric and leather 
options provide pleasing eye-appeal whilst the elastomer 
versions have colour coded armrests. The polished 
aluminium base houses highlighted castor detailing.

Features:

• Unique and contemporary design
• Stylish, large contoured backrest and seat
• Easy operation ratchet backrest height adjustment
• Depth adjustable lumbar support
•  Colour coded armrests with easy operation height 

adjustment
•  Synchro tilt glide mechanism with multi lock function and 

anti shock system
• Adjustable tilt tension control with easy use handle
• Coated Aluminium base with colour coded castors
• Optional height adjustable headrest
• Usage: Executive 8hr
• Guarantee: 5 year mechanical – 2 year foam and fabric

Zephyr Elastomer Grey 
with Headrest

Zephyr Elastomer 
Orange with 
Headrest

Zephyr Elastomer Orange 
with Headrest rear view
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Zephyr Mandarin Mesh with Headrest

Zephyr Black Fabric

Zephyr Black Leather with Headrest

Zephyr Red bespoke 
reupholstered

Zephyr Charcoal mesh rear view

Zephyr 
Charcoal mesh
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Midas Black 
Fabric Mesh 
Back
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Midas
Stunning looks and quality engineering make 
the Midas a must have for those looking for a 
truly exceptional seating option that performs 
in every environment.

Clean, uncluttered lines, a stylish aluminium 
frame, smart stitch detailing and multi 
directional front facing arms make the Midas 
a chair that demands attention. Users will see 
it’s not just eye appeal that is satisfied. A fully 
synchronized tilting action moves the user 
effortlessly whilst the fine mesh back support 
helps to keep you cool.

Features:

•  High density poured foam seat cushion 
gives a quality seating experience

•  Comfortable and breathable mesh 
backrest

•  Pivoting height adjustable armrests with 
soft pu pad

•  Stylish brushed aluminium frame with 
complimenting detailing

•  Synchronised tilt mechanism with multi 
lock positioning and anti shock system

• Ergonomic integrated seat slide
•  Brushed aluminium wheel base with 

chrome detailed castors
•  Guarantee: 5 year mechanical – 2 year 

foam and fabric
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Mirage
The much sought after Mirage range of seating is 
chosen time and time again by many that are looking 
for style and comfort without compromise.

Quality breathable and translucent mesh finishes 
or cushioned bonded leather upholstery options 
are available. Both are encased in an exceptionally 
engineered frame that’s finished in eye catching 
anthracite colouring.

An anti-shock, synchronised reclining mechanism 
is complemented with seat slide functionality and 
soft padded height adjustable arms complete the 
package.

A package that seems too good to be true - but 
it’s not - it’s all available in the Mirage.

Features:

•  Comfortable sprung Mesh or Bonded leather 
options

• Adjustable arms as standard
•  Synchronised tilt mechanism with 

multi lock
•  Anti shock comfort reclining
•  Lumbar support
•  Optional adjustable headrest
•  Seat slide on swivel version
•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg
•  Usage: Executive 8hr
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Mirage II Black 
Mesh Cantilever

Mirage Cantilever

Mirage II Black 
Leather Cantilever

Mirage Leather
The Mirage leather adds variety to 
the proven favourite Mirage range.

The deeply cushioned bonded  
leather upholstery provides great 
comfort and a stylish look that is 
finished with an appealing stitch 
detail.

An optional leather headrest 
perfectly compliments the range.

The Mirage leather is also available 
as a cantilever version.
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Savoy
Add a touch of class to your working space with 
the Savoy suite.

A range of elegant and classy seating designed 
to raise the profile of any environment it may be 
chosen for.

Clean and symmetrically shaped split backrest 
cushions are deeply padded to create a 
comfortable seating surface.

A combination of chrome detailed frame and base 
are paired with brushed aluminium armrests.

The Savoy suite is available in a choice black or 
ivory leather upholstery. 

Features:

• Soft bonded leather
•  Twin lever mechanism with 

infinite lock recline 
• Aluminium armrests
• Deep padded seat cushion
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Executive 8hr

Savoy High Back – also available in Ivory Savoy Medium Back – Black/Ivory Savoy Cantilever Black

Savoy 
Cantilever

Savoy Cantilever Ivory
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Ritz
Bring glitz and glamour to your office with the Ritz range.

Contemporary design is paired with sleek low profile 
styling here.

The slender chrome frame is upholstered in black or ivory 
leather with a ribbed stitch detail that creates a uniquely 
wonderful seating range.

A combination of chrome detailed frame and base are 
paired with brushed aluminium armrests.

The Ritz is available in high and medium back options 
with a visitor option available in the medium back 
cantilever. 

Features:

• Soft bonded leather
• Twin lever heavy duty mechanism
• Ribbed stitch detailing 
• Aluminium armrests
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Executive 8hr

Ritz Cantilever in Black

Ritz High Back in Black

Ritz Medium Back – 
also available in Black

Ritz High Back in Ivory 

Ritz Cantilever

Ritz Cantilever in Ivory
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Classic
Upgrade your office in style with this 
contemporary Classic range of seats.

Comfort and style are masterfully paired 
through this versatile range of choices: high and 
medium back versions and a visitor option are 
all available in either black, tan or white bonded 
leather upholstery. 

The generous seating proportions are deeply 
padded to provide day long comfort. 

There are appealing chrome details throughout, 
including the padded, upholstered arms.

Bring some class to your office with the Classic.

Features:

•  Soft padded leather
• Solid chrome frame
• Leather padded arms
• Large contoured seat
• Two lever lock any position mechanism
• Available in black or white
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Executive 8hr

Classic High Back Black

Classic Cantilever Black

Classic Medium Back Black
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Classic Tan Leather

Classic Cantilever Tan

Classic Medium Back Tan

Classic High Back Tan

Classic White Leather

Classic Cantilever White

Classic Medium Back White

Classic High Back White
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Zico
The sleek and elegant Zico effortlessly 
uplifts any environment.

A solid yet stylish chrome frame structure 
is combined with supple bonded leather 
upholstery to give a comfortable seating 
experience.

Features:

•  Soft bonded leather 
• Chrome frame with matching 5 star base 
• Stylish two piece seat and back design
•  High quality anti-shock knee tilt 

mechanism
• Solid chrome frame 
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg

Chelsea
A prestigious range of luxurious and well cushioned 
leather faced executive chairs with wide gull wing 
armrests and contrasting piping detail.

The throne like design will certainly make you feel 
royally comfortable. 

The Chelsea is not to be overlooked and is a 
popular choice for both the professional and 
domestic environments.

Features:

• Bonded leather upholstery
• Height adjustable headrest
• Reclining function with tilt tension
• Gas lift seat height adjustment
• Wide seat
• Heavy duty gas lift
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Executive 8hr

Zico Leather Chelsea Black Leather

Chelsea 
Cream 
Leather
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Troy
The Troy is the perfect solution for those 
wanting an executive chair with some extra 
functionality.

The generously portioned seat and backrest 
are upholstered in bonded leather and an 
anti-shock synchronised tilt mechanism can 
be reclined and locked in multiple positions.

Features:

•  Tall backrest with integrated headrest and 
lumbar provide great comfort

• Fully upholstered backrest
•  Height adjustable armrests with soft pu 

pad
•  Synchronised multi-lock mechanism with 

tilt tension control
•  Seat slide allows user to adjust seat 

depth suitably
•  Stylish 

chrome base

Troy Leather

Sanderson
Practical and comfortable with contemporary 
styling, this chair is ideal for those seeking superb 
performance with outstanding style.

Features:

• Height and depth adjustable lumbar support 
• Soft mesh back
• Breathable airmesh fabric seat with waterfall front
• Padded height adjustable armrests
•  Synchronised reclining mechanism with anti-

shock feature
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Executive 8hr

Sanderson
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Xenon
Elegant white or black acrylic shells cradle the most stylish of 
executive chairs – the Xenon.

The shell swoops down from the generously proportioned 
backrest to integral slim, shaped, arms which fold around 
to the underside of the seat shell. A high quality knee tilt 
ensures maximum comfort and avoids discomfort through 
upper leg blood vessel constriction.

High density moulded foams and an integral contoured 
lumbar support add to the easy-seating package. A 
brushed aluminium five star base continues the focus on 
sophisticated styling at ground level.

In chemistry Xenon is a member of the noble gas family – in 
seating it is a member of the style and comfort family.

Features:

•  Quality Knee tilt mechanism with tilt tension adjustment 
and anti-shock feature.

• Stylish design nylon fixed armrests
• Brushed aluminium 5 star base
• Sleek and low profile design
•   High density moulded foam seat and backrest provide 

great comfort
• Integral contoured lumbar support
• Usage: Executive 8hr
• Guarantee: 5 year mechanical – 2 year foam and fabric

Xenon White Shell / 
White Leather

Xenon Visitor 
White Shell / 
Blue Fabric

Xenon with headrest / 
White Shell / Black
Leather
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Xenon with headrest / 
Black Shell / Black Fabric

Xenon Visitor 
Black Shell / Black
Leather 

Xenon Black Shell 
/ White Leather

Xenon White Shell with 
Bespoke Upholstery
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Dune
High quality finishing and uncomplicated, 
simple design make the Dune family a 
popular option within the Dynamic range.

Quality bonded leather upholstery is 
contrasted by highly polished chrome 
detailing.

Extensive choices of a high and medium 
back executive and cantilever option are 
available in black or white upholstery.

Features:

•   Simple and stylish design
•   Plush Bonded leather upholstery 

throughout
•   Quality chrome armrests with bonded 

leather arm pad
•   Comfortable deep cushioning
•   Twin lever infinite lock mechanism
•   Expansive range available
•   Usage: Executive & Visitor

Dune Black High Back

Dune White High Back

Dune Black Cantilever

Dune Black Medium Back

Dune White Cantilever
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Monterey
These chairs represent outstanding 
value for money which is why they 
are our best selling budget leather 
executives. Focusing on traditional 
seating to achieve comfort, mixed 
with a pleasing design, these chairs 
will fit in any office. Functional, 
stylish and built to last. The perfect 
choice for executives wanting both 
luxury and great value.

Features:

•  Bonded leather with white  
piping detail

•  Padded gun metal grey arms  
and base

•  Two lever lock any position 
mechanism

• Gas lift weight tensioner
•  Also available in black or  

blue fabric
•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg
•  Usage: Executive 8hr

Monterey Black Leather

Monterey Blue 
Fabric

Monterey Black 
Fabric

Rocky Leather

Rocky
Luxury high back executive. Traditional in 
style, this popular range is both practical 
and versatile.

Features:

• Bonded leather
• Matching base and arms
• Leather padded arms
• Sculptured back
• Two lever lock adjustment
• Heavy duty gas lift
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Executive 8hr

Rocky Cantilever
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Finsbury
The Finsbury is a popular executive option 
for both the commercial and domestic 
environment.

Unique varnished light oak armrests and 
wheelbase designs are offset against 
contrasting leather and faux suede finishes.

Generously padded and comfortable seat 
and backrest cushions are beautifully finished 
with a subtle stitch detail.

The Finsbury is also functional ; being 
equipped with reclining mechanism with 
tension control.

Features:

•  Light oak finish wooden arms & base
• Matching arm covers
•  Reclining function with tilt tension
• Gas lift seat height adjustment
•  Available in black, brown and cream 

bonded leather or brown suedette
•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg
•  Usage: Executive 8hr

Finsbury Brown 
Leather

Finsbury  
Black Leather

Finsbury  
Brown Suedette

Finsbury  
Cream Leather 
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Galloway
A popular range of stylish, high back executive 
armchairs representing outstanding value. The 
Galloway is an inviting looking chair that is just as 
comfortable as it looks.

Stitched leather or fabric upholstery options are 
perfectly complemented by anthracite coloured 
armrests and wheelbase. 

This vast range is further extended with a 
cantilever visitor option.

Features:

•  Available in black, brown or white bonded 
leather

• Black or Blue fabric available
•  Matching upholstered and padded 

armrests
• Gun metal grey base and arms
•  Two lever lock any position mechanism
• Gas lift with weight tensioner
•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg
•  Usage: Executive 8hr

Galloway Black Leather

Galloway Black Fabric

Galloway White Leather

Galloway Blue Fabric

Galloway Brown Leather

Galloway 
Black 
Leather 
Cantilever
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Romeo Cantilever

Romeo Leather

Romeo
Soft, sumptuous leather with built in headrest 
and padded arms. Chrome detailing on the 
arms and base makes this both a modern 
and superb value executive chair.

Features:

• Bonded leather
• Twin lever heavy duty mechanism
• Nylon base with chrome cover
• Soft padded arms
•  Folding back on both the 

executive and cantilever option
• UK crib 5 foam
•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg
•  Usage: Executive 8hr
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Desire
The Desire is a simple yet stylish executive chair.

The split panel design backrest has deep 
cushioning whilst the bonded leather upholstery 
is complimented perfectly against the polished 
chrome base and soft padded arms

Features:

•  Modern and stylish design
• Comfortable deep cushioning
•  Chrome armrests with cushioned 

arm pads
• Chrome cantilever base or frame

Desire Cantilever 
in Black or White

Desire High Back in Black

Desire High Back in White
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Moore 
Traditional in style, luxurious in feel. This 
popular range of executive chairs are 
upholstered in soft bonded leather or fabric 
with generous cushioning on seat and back.

Features:

• Soft enviro bonded leather
• Matching padded black arms
• Black base
• Distinctive lines
• Two lever lock any position mechanism
•  Gas lift with weight tensioner
• Available in black or blue fabric
•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg
•  Usage: Executive 8hr

Moore Leather Moore Deluxe Ivory

Moore Deluxe Brown Cantilever

Moore Cantilever Blue Fabric

Moore Black Fabric

Moore Deluxe Black

Moore Deluxe 
Traditional in style, luxurious in feel. This popular 
range of executive chairs are upholstered in soft 
leather. The Deluxe version includes a chrome 
base and chrome arm detail.

Features:

•  Available in black,  
brown or white
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Plaza
The Plaza office chair is a traditional yet stylish 
option, with an integrated headrest, contour 
lines on back and seat for added style, and soft 
padded seat and armrests for comfort – this 
chair is perfect for any commercial or home 
office environment! 

Features:

•  Bonded leather backrest with integrated 
headrest

•  Contour lines on back and seat to enhance 
appearance

•  Nylon armrest with integrated soft leather 
arm pads

•  Easy to use twin lever mechanism  
lockable in any position

•  Strong five star base and 
gas lift

Vegas
Many have copied and failed to match our 
Dynamic favourite, a fusion of leather and 
mesh with chrome detail give this chair a 
contemporary feel.

Features:

• Leather headrest
• Soft mesh back
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Air-mesh and leather seat
•  Two lever lock any position mechanism
• Gas lift and weight tensioner
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Executive 8hr
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Harley
A whole range of executive styled seating 
that’s perfect for those wanting value without 
compromise on quality.

Bonded leather and fabric finishes are available 
on wheelbase and cantilever options.

Features:

• Soft bonded leather or Fabric upholstery
• Large padded seat and back
• Simple clean lines
• Gas lift seat height adjustment
•  Single lever lock and tilt mechanism
•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg
•  Usage: Executive 8hr

Harley Blue 
Fabric

Harley Blue Fabric 
cantilever

Harley Black 
Fabric

Harley Black Fabric 
cantilever
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Blitz
The Blitz is the budget executive chair that will blow 
the competition away.

The high backrest and seat are upholstered in a 
durable and comfortable bonded leather that is 
beautifully finished with a patterned stitch detail.

The chair can be comfortably reclined and locked 
upright whilst the swivelling seat is adjustable in 
height.

A wheeled 5 star base allows for easy movement 
of the chair and tough fixed armrests give extra 
strength to the chair.

The Blitz is the perfect solution for executive 
styling at outstanding value.

Features:

• Luxurious bonded leather 
•  Matching nylon fixed 

armrests and base 
•  Generously cushioned 

seat and backrest
•  Single lever lock tilt 

mechanism with weight 
tension control

• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Executive 8hr 

Blitz Black 
Leather

Harley Black Leather

Harley Black Leather 
Cantilever

Harley Leather
This version of the Harley chair is upholstered in 
soft touch bonded leather.
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Revo
Flex
Pioneer
Regent
Tesla
Portland
Portland Visitor
Portland Cantilever
Portland 2
Portland 3
Portland HD
Velocity
Galaxy
Torsion
Chiro
Sierra
Lisbon
Barcelona
Storm
Sprint

Relay
Palma
Victor
Toledo
Atom
Iris
Vortex
Zeus
Dura
Luna 2
Luna 3
Luna Cantilever
Eclipse XL
Eclipse 1
Eclipse 2
Eclipse 3
Malaga
Malaga Draughtsman
Kneeling stools

The modern office has never been so busy - 
employees need to be efficient. The best way to 
achieve that is to have seating that delivers comfort 
giving users an effective workplace environment.

Our task and operator chairs fulfill a variety of 
functions within the hectic workplace for those 
working in this most demanding of environments. 
Crucially they also ensure employees have the 
comfort and functionality required as their legal right.
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Revo
The Revo boasts a deep waterfall fronted seat 
cushion that delivers outstanding comfort whilst the 
mesh backrest (available in mandarin or charcoal 
finish) gives you comfortable ventilation.

The stylish backrest is upholstered with a high 
tensile translucent mesh that provides great support 
and won’t lose structure over time whilst the outer 
is sophisticatedly designed to breathe life into any 
environment.

The synchronised tilting mechanism includes an anti 
shock feature that allows you to comfortably recline 
and lock the chair in multiple positions.

Soft polyurethane pivoting armrests can be adjusted 
in height and width.

The Revo is finished with a captivating shell that 
is available in either a black or warm white finish, 
complimented by a polished aluminium wheelbase.

Features:

•  Stylish elastomeric mesh provides ventilation
•  A sophisticated contemporary designer chair
•  Soft polyurethane arms with multiple adjustments
•  Anti-shock synchronised mechanism with multiple 

position lock
•  Polished aluminium wheelbase
•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg
•  Usage: Executive – 8hr
•  Guarantee: 5 year mechanical –  

2 year foam and fabric

Revo Black Shell 
Charcoal Mesh
Bespoke upholstered seat

Year G
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Revo White Shell
Mandarin Mesh

Revo Black Shell
Black Mesh 
Trumpet Base

Revo White Shell
Black Mesh 
Trumpet Base

Revo Black Shell
Black Mesh 

Revo White Shell
Black Mesh 
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Flex
The Flex uses modern materials to create a chair that 
is practical and innovative with features such as pliable 
and flexible backrest, adjustable gel padded arms, a 
large cushioned seat with waterfall front and an enclosed 
mechanism.

Features:

•  Available with White or Black finish  
5 star base and frame.

• Stylish modern design 
•  Flexible back for  

optimum user comfort 
• Large cushioned seat 
•  Easily accessible  

ergonomic controls
•  Synchro tilt mechanism
•  Backrest available in variety of colours
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Task 8hr

Flex Grey Flex Red Flex White Flex Blue Flex Black

Flex OrangeFlex Green

Year G
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Flex Cantilever
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Pioneer
The Pioneer refuses to compromise on comfort. 
The extra high back is generous in width and 
equipped with a lumbar support that is adjustable in 
height and depth.

The padded leather seat is deeply upholstered and 
fitted with a fully synchronous tilting anti-shock 
mechanism that drops from the knee for superb 
comfort - this is equipped with a weight tension 
adjuster that allows for easy reclining. Its arms are 
adjustable in height and have sliding arm pads 
made from a tough polypropylene.

The Pioneer is finished with a highly polished alloy 
undercarriage which is complimented by a polished 
wheelbase that provides a stunning style signature. 
An optional matching leather adjustable headrest 
completes the package.

Pioneer is true to its name – a Pioneer in comfort 
and seating excellence.

Features:

•  Stylish high mesh backrest
•  Height and depth adjustable lumbar 

support
•  Soft padded leather seat pad
•  Height adjustable armrests with 

sliding arm pads
•  Knee tilt synchro mechanism
• High polished aluminium wheelbase
•  Weight tension adjustment

Pioneer with 
optional headrest

Year G
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Regent Side Aspect Regent rear view

Regent in bespoke upholstery

Regent
The regent is ergonomically designed and 
has a luxurious cold cure foam seat that 
provides a pleasant seating experience for 
the most demanding environments.

The chair has many adjustment options 
thanks to its quality multi functional 
mechanism and soft adjustable armrests. 
The stylish high backrest which is 
upholstered in a breathable mesh is easily 
height adjustable and equipped with a 
height adjustable lumbar support. Finished 
elegantly with a brushed aluminium 
base, this chair is the all round solution. 

Features:

•  Height adjustable lumbar support 
•  Independent back and seat angle 

adjustment 
• Seat tilt tension adjustment 
• Full Mesh backrest upholstery 
• Integral lumbar support 
• High density cold cure foam seat 
• Height adjustable arms 
• Soft pu sliding arm pad 
•  Brushed aluminium 5 star base with 

chrome accented castors 

Regent Side Aspect

Regent Black
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Tesla
Conceived with comfort in mind, the Tesla chair offers 
a generously deep seat cushion. The chair has many 
adjustment options thanks to its quality multi functional 
mechanism and soft padded adjustable armrests.

The stylish high backrest which is fully encased in 
a breathable mesh upholstery is equipped with an 
integrated fixed lumbar support strap.

The sleek design is finished with a brushed aluminium base, 
that will make this chair grab your attention.

Features:

• Full Mesh backrest upholstery
• Integral lumbar support
• High density cold cure foam seat
• Height adjustable arms
• Soft pull twist and slide arm pads
•  Brushed aluminium  

5 star base with  
chrome accented castors

•  Multi lock Synchro tilt 
with adjustable tension

• Independent seat tilt handle
• Seat Slide

Tesla in bespoke 
upholstery
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Portland
A nice mix of air mesh fabric seat and soft 
feel mesh back with built in adjustable 
lumbar support. Adjustable arms as 
standard, this is a popular all round chair for 
home or office.

Features:

• Back support
• Adjustable arms as standard
• Soft mesh seat
• Mesh back
• Gas lift with lock tilt mechanism
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Operator 8hr

Portland Black

Portland HD also available - See Page 62

Portland Black rear view
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Portland 3
The Portland 3 is a multi-functional task chair that 
has a whole host of features including ratchet 
backrest height adjustment, seat slide and 
independent seat and backrest tilt adjustment.

Its solid build quality means that the Portland 3 is 
the perfect solution for the demanding contract 
environment.

The seat is finished in a breathable air mesh fabric 
and the backrest is available in a black or white 
finish mesh.

Features:

•  Ratchet backrest height adjustment
• Height adjustable lumbar support
•  Triple lever mechanism incorporates 

seat and back angle adjustment
• Seat Slide
• Breathable air mesh seat
• Weight tension adjustment
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Operator 8hr

Portland 2
The Portland 2 incorporates all the 
functionality of the popular Portland but 
also has the addition of an infinite locking 
mechanism.

Features:

•  Air mesh fabric seat
• Durable mesh backrest
• Height adjustable lumbar support
• Height adjustable arms included
• Infinite lock with tension control
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Operator 8hr

In bespoke seating 
upholstery In bespoke seat 

upholstery

Portland in Standard Black Livery



Portland Visitor in 
bespoke upholstery
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Portland Visitor 
Seating

The vast and versatile Portland chair 
range is further extended with a choice 
of quality static seating.

The Portland cantilever is 
equipped with height adjustable 
arms and an elegant chrome 
cantilever frame.

The Portland visitor has 4 leg 
chrome frame that encompasses 
padded armrests.

Both options are provided with airmesh 
seat upholstery.

This complementing range is 
suitable for the conference and 
visitor environments.

Portland Visitor 
Black Fabric

Portland 
Cantilever 
Black Fabric

Portland Cantilever in 
bespoke upholstery
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Velocity
A classic, high quality task chair, the Velocity 
is a leader amongst seating options. It’s “fully 
loaded” array of features includes a seat 
slide, lumbar adjustment, height adjusting 
arms that stow away and a fully synchronous 
tilt movement.

Features:

•  Easy adjustable ratchet backrest height 
adjustment

•  Depth adjustable lumbar support 
operated via ergonomic twist handle

•  Foldaway, pivoting height adjustable 
armrests with soft pad

•  Poured foam seat and backrest padding 
provide great comfort

•  Synchronised tilt mechanism with multi 
lock and anti shock system

•  Independent seat angle adjustment
•  Seat slide depth adjustment
•  Stylish chrome wheel base
•  Tension control
•  Usage: Task 8hr

Year G
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Fold back arm with the twist grip lumbar side control

Velocity in Bespoke 
Upholstery

Velocity in Black
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Galaxy Leather
Performance, modern looks and multiple 
functions make the Galaxy chair one of 
our best sellers. Ergonomic seat and back 
promote good posture for all day comfort.

Simple design, technically innovative 
and built to last, the Galaxy chair creates 
comfort for a hard working office.

Features:

• Available in leather, black or blue fabric
• Fully upholstered seat, back and outer
• Adjustable arms
• 3 lever mechanism
• Ratchet back height adjustment
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Task 8hr

Galaxy High Back Black 
Bonded Leather

Galaxy Black 
Bonded Leather

Galaxy High 
Back Black 
Fabric

Galaxy 
Black Fabric

Galaxy Black Fabric
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Galaxy 
Blue 
Fabric

Torsion
This soft upholstered high contoured backrest with 
built in headrest. The Torsion comes with a moulded 
seat with cold cure foam, height adjustable arms with 
soft PU pads. 

Features:

•  Soft mesh back rest with stylishly designed 
durable nylon outer

•  Air-mesh, fabric or soft bonded leather 
seat options

• Silver accent styling
• Weight tension control
•  Folding arms
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Operator 8hr

Galaxy Blue Fabric

Galaxy High 
Back Blue 
Fabric

The comfort, style and functionality of the 
Galaxy expressed in a lush blue fabric 
upholstered version.

Torsion Black Fabric
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Chiro
More work hours are lost through back pain and injuries than 
any other reason. And the number of people reporting back 
issues is rising rapidly. One reason is poor seating posture at 
work, especially amongst office personnel. 

Chiro High Back and Medium Back posture seating are fully 
functional contoured chairs. They are feature rich and highly 
functional to ensure they can be adjusted to support any user 
in the best possible way. They can combat the discomfort of 
back sufferers and reduce the likelihood of posture related 
medical problems being acquired. They carry the additional 
endorsement of the respected chiropractor Dr Robert 
Bateman and as well as stock fabrics can be bespoke 
upholstered in any fabric of your choice.

The Chiros match their functionality and quality with a design 
signature that makes them one of our most sought after big 
value seating solutions.

Features:

• Independant seat and back tilt adjustment
• Seat slide depth adjustment
• Air pump lumbar support
• Ratchet backrest height adjustment
• Deeply cushioned seat pan
• Soft pad height adjustable arms included
• Chrome wheelbase
• Bespoke upholstery options

Chiro High Back

Chiro High Back in 
bespoke upholstery

Chiro High Back Blue

Chiro High 
Back Black

Year G
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Chiro Medium Back Chiro Cantilever

Chiro Medium 
Back Blue

Chiro Medium 
Cantilever 
in bespoke 
upholsery Seat

Chiro Medium 
Back in bespoke 
upholstery

Chiro Medium 
Cantilever Black

Year G
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 24 Hour
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Chiro Rear Red
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Lisbon
An ergonomically designed task 
chair with deep foam cushioning, 
dished seat, pronounced kidney and 
lumbar shaping and ratchet back 
mechanism.

Features:

• Twist pump up lumbar
• Adjustable arms as standard
• Ratchet back 
• 3 lever multi-use mechanism
• Gas lift with body weight tensioner
• Optional seat slide available

Lisbon Black

Lisbon Blue 

Lisbon bespoke upholstered 

Sierra
Heavy duty contract use task chair 
designed for performance with looks 
to match, this chair is superb value 
for money.

Features:

• Shaped back and contoured seat
• Seat slide
•  Multi function mechanism
• Nylon and chrome base
•  Height and pad adjustable arms
•  Ratchet Backrest height 

adjustment
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Task 8hr

Sierra Blue 

Sierra Black 
Sierra Black Leather 
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Storm
The storm is a firm favourite in the Dynamic range.

It has an array of functions whilst maintaining a solid 
build quality.

The deeply cushioned seat and backrest are 
upholstered with a durable bonded leather and 
finished with a simple stitch detail.

Height adjustable arms and 5 star chrome base 
are included.

Features:

• Fully upholstered in bonded leather
• Deep cushioned seat and back
• Ratchet backrest height adjustment
•  Triple lever mechanism with back  

seat angle adjustment
• Chrome 5 star base
•  Soft PU pad height 

adjustable arms included
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg

Barcelona Deluxe
The Barcelona Deluxe is a well established 
firm favorite in the Dynamic range. A heavy 
duty 24hr usage chair that provides long term 
comfort and support.

Features:

• Soft bonded leather
• Thick padded foam
• Height and pad adjustable arms
• Ratchet back and seat slide
• Back tilt and seat slide
•  Triple lever multi  

function mechanism
• Available in black or blue fabric
• Nylon and chrome base
•  Gas lift tested up  

to 150kg

Barcelona Deluxe Fabric – 
available in Blue and Black

Barcelona Deluxe Leather Storm Black Leather

Storm Blue Fabric  24 Hour
 U

sa
ge
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Sprint Black Mesh 
Back with bespoke 
upholstered seat

Sprint
A chair that exudes style, appeal and vibrance, The 
Sprint effortlessly leaves the competition behind.

A choice of leather, air mesh or reupholstered seat 
options and a choice of soft feel black or silver 
mesh on the back will give any office environment 
the look it desires.

A large dished seat made from high density foam 
provides great comfort whilst a synchronised tilting 
mech can be reclined and locked in any position.

The Sprint will take you breath away with a top 
quality synchro mech.

Features:

•  Soft mesh back rest with stylishly designed  
durable nylon outer

•   Air-mesh, soft bonded leather 
or reupholstered seat options

• Silver accent styling
• Weight tension control
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg 

Sprint Silver Mesh 
Back Air-mesh Seat

Sprint Black Mesh 
Back Leather Seat
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Relay
Chosen time and time again, the Relay is 
the ever popular mesh operator option.

Modern styling with silver and chrome 
accented base & gas lift and easy fold 
armrests are complimented by a cool 
vented backrest design that is finished in a 
choice of either black or silver breathable 
mesh that allows you to keep your cool.

The Relay makes for a versatile 
chair for all office environments.

Features:

•  Soft mesh back rest with stylishly 
designed durable nylon outer

•  Air-mesh, fabric or soft bonded 
leather seat options

• Silver accent styling
• Weight tension control
•  Folding arms
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Operator 8hr

Relay Black Mesh
Back Reupholstered Seat

Relay Silver 
Mesh Back
Air-mesh Seat

Relay Black 
Mesh Back
Leather Seat

Relay Silver 
Mesh Back 
Air-mesh Seat 
Cantilever
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Victor without Headrest

Victor with Headrest

Palma
The Palma is a unique all-mesh operator chair.

Its full mesh upholstery provides great breath-
ability and will give you a suspended and 
supported seating experience.

Seating position can be reclined and adjusted 
in height and height adjustable arms with soft 
pad provide additional adjustment.

Features:

•  Height adjustable  
lumbar support

•  Adjustable arms 
as standard

• Soft mesh seat
• Mesh back
•  Gas lift with lock 

tilt mechanism
•  Gas lift tested 

up to 150kg

Victor
Sleek, elegant and refined seating made 
from a combination of leather and mesh.

Features:

• Adjustable leather headrest
• Soft mesh back
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Air-mesh and leather seat
• Height adjustable arms
• Single lever lock and tilt mechanism
• Gas lift and weight tensioner
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
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Toledo
The Toledo is an affordable operator chair that 
incorporates a triple lever mechanism, allowing you to 
adjust seat and back angles independently and lock in 
any position to provide the perfect seating position.

Backrest height can also be easily adjusted to achieve 
desired support level. Height adjustable arms with soft 
polyurethane pad are also included.

All of this is offered in a choice of black or blue fabric, 
bonded leather and custom upholstery options.

Features:

•  Contoured foam seat and back for extra comfort
•   3 lever mechanism with independent seat and 

back adjustment
•  Height Adjustable arms with soft yet durable pad
•  Multiple upholstery options available

Toledo Black 
Leather

Toledo Blue Fabric

Toledo with 
bespoke 
upholstery

Toledo Black Fabric
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Iris
The Iris is a versatile and affordable mesh operator 
that’s suitable for multiple users.

A revolutionary counterbalance mechanism means that 
any user can easily recline and find comfort in its deep 
seat cushion.

Folding arms can easily be pushed back for 
personal preference.

A bespoke upholstery option on the seat allows for 
customization.

Features:

•  Auto tensioned reclining deeply 
cushioned seat

•  Elegantly designed 
mesh backrest

• Fold away armrests included
•  Chrome wheelbase with 

matching gas lift.

Atom
The Atom is a design inspired chair that 
offers contemporary design and a high 
quality finish at outstanding value.

Cool white framing is perfectly contrasted 
by black mesh upholstery on backrest and 
black airmesh on the seat. Seat fabrics can 
be customized to suit your preference. 

Features:

•  Contemporary design all white frame
•  Matching fixed armrests and base
•   Deeply cushioned seat with 

airmesh fabric upholstery
•  Lock/tilt mechanism with weight 

tension control

Atom with 
bespoke 
upholstered seat Iris with bespoke 

upholstered seat
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Zeus
The Zeus provides style, function and 
quality at great value for money.

A breathable mesh backrest is 
equipped with a supportive lumbar 
pad and the twin cushion seat design 
is suitably cushioned for great comfort.

Easy foldaway armrests and a reclining 
mechanism with tilt tension adjustment 
complete the package.

Features:

•  Breathable Airmesh seat 
upholstery with stitch detail 

•  Mesh backrest with integrated 
height adjustable lumbar support

•  Easy foldaway armrests included
•  Single lever mechanism with 

weight tension control 
•  Seat reupholstery available 

Vortex
The Vortex is a funky designer chair which offers 
contemporary styling and a high quality finish at 
outstanding value.

An exciting backrest frame design is visible 
through the translucent black mesh upholstery 
whilst the deeply cushioned seat is finished in a 
breathable black airmesh fabric. Seat fabrics can 
be customized to suit your preference. 

Features:

• Vibrant designer backrest 
• Soft padded seat with stitch detail 
• Designer nylon arms built into frame
•  Single lever lock tilt 

mechanism with 
weight tension control 

•  Stylish black 
mesh backrest 

Vortex with 
bespoke 
upholstery

Zeus with 
bespoke 
upholstery
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Luna 2
The Luna 2 is a popular solution to the rigorous 
demand of any office environment. Shaped 
padding for day-long support and comfort.

Features:

• Large waterfall seat and contoured back
• Adjustable back height
• Optional adjustable or fixed arms
• 25 stone gas lift
• Heavy duty
•  2 lever model – back tilt and height 

adjustment
• EN1335 certificated
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg

Luna 2 Draughtsman

Luna 2 Black with Height 
Adjustable Arms

Luna 2 Blue with Loop Arms

Dura Black

Dura
Modern materials and design make the Dura a 
favourite in the Dynamic range.

A flexi nylon backrest makes for a different and 
refreshing experience. Seven different colours are 
available to allow many colour combinations.

If that isn’t enough, the seat can also be bespoke 
upholstered for further customization.

Folding armrests are also available for 
this durable and versatile chair.

Features:

•   Durable, stylish and nylon backrest
•   Breathable airmesh upholstered seat
•   Hardwearing fixed armrests included
•   Chrome 5 star base with matching gas lift
•    Lock/Tilt mechanism with weight 

tension adjustment

Dura colours

Dura Mesh Back
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Luna 3 with bespoke upholstery

Luna 3 Blue with Loop Arms

Luna 3
The Luna 3 is a popular solution to the rigorous 
demand of any office environment. Shaped 
padding for day-long support and comfort.

Features:

• Large waterfall seat and contoured back
• Adjustable back height
• Optional adjustable or fixed arms
• 25 stone gas lift
• Heavy duty
•   3 lever model – back tilt, height

adjustment and chair tilt
• EN1335 certificated
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg
• Usage: Operator 8hr

Luna 3 Black with Height 
Adjustable Arms

•  Back support
• Generous seat and back support
• Quality satin Black finished cantilever frame
• Black, Blue, Charcoal and Wine options
• Optional adjustable or fixed arms

Luna Cantilever
The Luna Cantilever expands and compliments 
on the array of functional operator seating 
available within the Luna range.

Suitable for conference and seminar 
environments.

Features:
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Eclipse 3
The Eclipse 3 is a fully comprehensive operator 
chair that provides functionality and comfort.

The well equipped mechanism provides 
independent seat and backrest angle adjustment 
that can be locked in any position.

Perfect for the all day operator requirement.

Available in a range of five different standard 
upholstery options and can also be bespoke 
upholstered to match corporate colours or 
personal taste.

Features:

•  Dished seat design
•  Contoured backrest
•  Height adjustable backrest
•  Seat angle adjustment
•  Backrest angle adjustment
•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg

Eclipse XL
The Eclipse XL is a fully comprehensive operator chair 
that provides extra functionality and comfort.

A large and accommodating seat and backrest 
provide all day long comfort.

The well equipped mechanism provides independent 
seat and backrest angle adjustment that can be 
locked in any position.

Seat tilt tension can be adjusted to allow easy 
reclining and the backrest height can be easily 
adjusted via the ratchet mechanism.

Features:

• Generously large seating dimensions 
• Multi-functional mechanism
• Ratchet backrest height adjustment
•  Independent seat and backrest angle 

adjustments
• Tilt tension adjustment
• Optional armrests available
• Deep seat cushion

Eclipse XL 
Blue

Eclipse 3 
Wine

Eclipse 3 
with bespoke 
upholstery

Eclipse XL Black with Height 
Adjustable Arms Eclipse 3 Blue with Height Adjustable Arms
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Eclipse 2 Black with Loop Arms

Eclipse 2
The Eclipse 2 is an everyday operator chair suited to all 
environments - from call centres to the home office.
The backrest can be reclined and locked in any position 
or be used for permanent contact and support.

Perfect for the all day operator requirement.
Available in a range of five different standard upholstery 
options and can also be bespoke upholstered to match 
corporate colours or personal taste.

Features:

• Dished seat design
• Contoured backrest
• Height adjustable backrest
• Permanent contact backrest
• Backrest angle adjustment
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg

Eclipse 1
The Eclipse 1 is a simple and effective operator 
chair that provides the a comfortable seating 
experience.

Seat and backrest heights can be adjusted in 
addition to seat depth adjustment - perfect  
to suit all different sizes.

Available in a range of four different standard 
upholstery options and can also be bespoke 
upholstered to match corporate colours or 
personal taste.

Features:

• Dished seat design
• Contoured backrest
• Height adjustable backrest
• Seat Depth adjustment
• Gas lift tested up to 150kg

Eclipse 1 WineEclipse 1 Black

Eclipse 1 Blue

Eclipse 2 Blue fabric

Eclipse 2 Vinyl - Draughtsman
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Malaga

Malaga
The Malaga can be washed or steam 
cleaned. Ideal for industrial applications 
including food and medical industries.

Features:

•  Cushioned polyurethane seat  
and back

•  Fully ergonomic with a tilting  
back mechanism

•  Draughtsman version  
also available

•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg
•  Usage: Operator 8hr

Malaga Draughtsman

Malaga Draughtsman
The Malaga Draughtsman complete with footring 
and glides can be washed or steam cleaned. 
Ideal for industrial applications including food 
and medical industries.

Features:

•  Cushioned polyurethane seat  
and back

•  Fully ergonomic with a tilting  
back mechanism

•  Draughtsman version  
also available

•  Gas lift tested up to 150kg
•  Usage: Operator 8hr
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Kneeling Stools
The kneeling stool is a perfect solution for home 
users, writers, illustrators and alike.

Easy height adjustment adjustment allows the stool 
to be suited to users of all different leg lengths.

The kneeling pads are suitably cushioned to 
ensure maximum comfort.

Features:

• Easy seat height adjustment via handle
• Comfortable cushion padding
• Castor mounted for easy movement
• Black or silver frame options
• Bespoke upholstery available
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Portland HD
Robust frame, large seat and back make 
this chair suitable for heavy duty use.

Generously proportioned seating 
dimensions will accommodate most 
users.

Features:

•  Deeply cushioned seat and backrest 
provide optimum comfort

•  Breathable airmesh fabric seat
•  Extended height durable mesh 

backrest
•  Height adjustable armrests with 

soft pad
•  Heavy duty 5 star base
•  Single lever lock/tilt mechanism
•  Height adjustable lumbar support
•  Tested to 204kg / 32 stone

Portland HD bespoke 
upholstered Portland HD 

Black

 24 Hour
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ge
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Houston
You spend a lot of time at your desk. You need 
a big, highly functional and super comfortable 
seating solution.

Look no further than the Houston that is packed 
with features, a reinforced structure and has your 
comfort at the very heart of its design to ensure 
you sit well all day every day.

Features:

•  Large soft upholstered seat pan 
•  Height adjustable lumbar support for optimal 

comfort
• Tension adjustment on tilt action
• Extra large seat and back
• Anti-shock tilting action
•  Soft padded height adjustable arms
•  Fully synchronous mechanism with multi 

lock function

Houston 
rear view

Houston 
rear 3/4 view

Houston

Houston 
side view

 24 Hour
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ge
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Commodore Brown Leather

Condor
The Condor is a top grain leather faced chair, with 
traditional stitch detail and hand tied coil sprung 
upholstery.

Its deep cushioned seat and back with sturdy fixed 
armrests provides comfort, and the cherry coloured 
wooden base compliments the traditional look. It has 
a lock/tilt mechanism with weight tension adjustment 
and is available in a variety of colours: brown, 
burgundy and green.

Features:

• Top grain Italian leather faced upholstery
• Traditional style upholstery with stitch detail
• Deep cushioned seat and back
• Sturdy fixed armrests
• Cherry coloured wooden base
• Usage: Executive 8hr

Commodore Green Leather

Commodore Burgundy Leather

Condor Brown Leather

Condor Burgundy Leather

Condor Green Leather

Commodore
The Commodore is a top grain leather faced, 
traditional button style upholstered chair, with hand 
tied coil sprung upholstery and brass stud decoration. 

Its deep cushioned seat and back with sturdy fixed 
armrests provides comfort, and the cherry coloured 
wooden base complements the traditional look. It has 
a lock/tilt mechanism with weight tension adjustment 
and is available in a variety of colours: brown, 
burgundy and green.

Features:

•  Traditional button style upholstery with 
brass stud decoration

• Top grain Italian leather faced upholstery
• Deep cushioned seat and back
• Sturdy fixed armrests
• Cherry coloured wooden base
• Usage: Executive 8hr
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Chesterfield
The Chesterfield is a leather faced 
chair, suited to both home and office 
environments with its traditionally 
styled button tufted backrest and 
deep cushioning. 

Its soft, padded, wooden armrests 
provides extra comfort, and matching 
wooden 5 star base compliments 
the traditional look. It has a lock/
tilt mechanism with weight tension 
adjustment and is available in a variety 
of colours; brown, burgundy, cream 
and green.

Features:

• Leather faced upholstery
• Traditional button style design
•  Wooden armrests with soft pad 

sleeve
• Matching finish arms and base
• Usage: Executive 8hr

Chesterfield Green LeatherChesterfield Brown Leather Chesterfield Burgundy Leather

Chesterfield Cream Leather

Baron
The Baron is a quality Italian 
leather chair with a brass stud 
detail design. It is the perfect 
complement to any of the chairs in 
our traditional range as a study or 
visitor chair. 

It comes with a deep cushioned 
seat and soft padded arms, which 
provide comfort, and a sturdy 4 leg 
wooden frame with feet. The Baron 
is also available in a variety of 
colours; brown, burgundy, cream 
and green.

Features:

•    Quality and sturdy 4 leg wood 
frame

•    Soft and quality Italian leather 
with brass stud detail

•   Large cushioned seat
•   Soft padded armrests
•   Usage: Visitor 8hr

Baron Green LeatherBaron Cream Leather Baron Burgundy Leather

Baron Brown Leather
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Meetings can be big pressure moments. 
Whether you are discussing your next sales 
and marketing campaign, negotiating a 
new deal or working through some tough 
financial details you need to be fresh, 
comfortable and looking good.

We specialise in providing high quality 
seating options that make your meetings 
more effective.

Academy
Freedom
Sitall
Metro
Brunswick
Zulu
Echo
Havanna
Slide
Iso
Madrid
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Academy
Our new multi use heavy duty meeting chair 
is contemporary and completely versatile. 
Chrome oval tube legs, well padded seat 
and curved back with breathable holes will 
look and feel good in any environment.

Features:

• Durable and stylish nylon backrest
• Practical and comfortable
•   Can be stacked up to six high
•   Ideal for boardroom, public waiting 

areas, canteens and schools
• Usage: Visitor 8hr

Academy with Arms with 
Reupholstered Seat

Academy with Arms in 
Black Fabric

Academy Cantilever

Academy Black
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Freedom
A geometric shaped, distinctive design, delivers a big 
comfort and practicality bonus with the Freedom chair.

Freedom seating is available in a selection of stunning 
matt finish shades and features gently curving contours. 
The 100% recyclable polypropylene shell is lightweight, 
durable, washable, stacks easily and is UV stable making it 
perfect for outdoor as well as indoor use.

Inspired by the ancient oriental art of paper folding 
(Origami) this design is perfectly at home in bistro, break 
out, reception, meeting and conference spaces. The 
vibrant colour options of yellow, mango, green, white, 
charcoal or red ensures they look right in any environment.

Features:

• Unique, exclusive and contemporary design
• Stack up to 4 high
• 100% recycle polypropylene shell
• Can be used outdoors
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Sitall
It’s not often a truly unique concept finds its way on to the seating market. 
Welcome then the Sitall self-balancing stool.

It’s appearance is distinctive, its uses versatile. The tri cornered seat on an 
extra-long reach gas lift is activated by any one of three hidden buttons inset 
in the seat shell. A range of 595mm to 840mm means the Sitall can be used in 
conventional seating positions or in more contemporary sit/stand configurations. 
Upholstered in bright mustard, red or mandarin colours (or an alternative fabric 
of your choice) the Sitall’s biggest secret sits at the base with an ingenious 
elastomer sole providing grip and a counter weighted self-stabilizing action.

Inspired by the shape of the majestic stingray the Sitall is a uniquely modern and 
comfortable seating experience.

Features:

• Ergonomic gas height adjustment
• Unique saddle seat design
• High density seat cushion
•  Self balancing weighted base 

provides stability
•  Silver epoxy powder coated gas lift 

column
•  Durable Black polypropylene 

surfaced base cover
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Havanna
Make the right impression in your 
boardroom or meeting room. Soft leather 
and strong cantilever frame with padded 
arms it is affordable yet sleek and modern.

Features:

• Strong cantilever chrome frame
•  Polyurethane padded armrests
• Bonded leather upholstery
• Boxed and sold in pairs
• Usage: Visitor 8hr

Havanna 
with bespoke 
upholstery

Havanna Black 
Leather

Metro
Be a comfortable passenger in the Metro; a 
chair that delivers paramount comfort and 
quality engineering.

The classically designed square tubed frame 
has a stylish extra-large mesh backrest that 
is curved to provide lumbar support. Built in 
armrests are included and the large airmesh 
upholstered seat continues to deliver seating 
excellence to make those conference and 
meetings a more enjoyable ride. 

Features:

• Mesh backrest provides ventilation
• Deeply cushioned seat
• Sturdy square frame design
• Tough and hardwearing armrests
• Bespoke seat upholstery options

Metro with bespoke 
upholstery

Metro Black 
Airmesh Seat
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Echo
Sleek design meeting chair is ideal for 
boardrooms with its unique all in one soft 
leather shell, curved chrome frame and 
padded arms this chair offers a designer 
look for those on a budget.

Features:

• Bonded leather upholstery throughout
• Chrome cantilever frame
• Usage: Visitor 8hr
• Stacks for space saving “nest” storage
• Tough and hardwearing armrests
• Now supplied pre-assembled

Brunswick
The Brunswick range is an established 
favourite choice within the Dynamic range.

A comprehensive range of visitor seating that 
is uncomplicated and stylish in design. 

These comfortable chairs will stand the test of 
time in the most demanding environments.

Features:

•   Sleek yet sturdy black or chrome frame 
•   Cushioned seat with breathable airmesh 

upholstery
•   Soft curved mesh back 
•   Durable nylon armrests option
• Stacks up to 4 high
•   Usage: Visitor 3-5hr

Brunswick armchair with 
chrome frame

Brunswick without Arms 
on Black Frame

Brunswick with bespoke upholstery
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Madrid
A beech wooden frame with generous seat 
and arms as standard in a choice of black 
or blue fabric. Ideal for many functions.

Features:

• Beech wooden frame
•  Fully upholstered back
• Available in blue or black
• Stacks 4 high
• Now supplied pre-assembled
• Usage: Visitor 8hr

Madrid with 
Arms Black

Zulu
A fully versatile multi use stacking chair 
that offers unique design with chrome 
tubing frame and a fully wipeable pvc seat 
and back. Ideal for a variety of uses in 
educational, office or home.

Features:

•   Hard PVC covering
• Chrome tube legs
• Available in black only
• Usage: Visitor 8hr

Slide
The Slide is a versatile chair which is the perfect option 
for many environments.

The tough, hard wearing nylon structure means that the 
chair is easy to clean and the vented backrest provides 
air circulation.

The stylish micro tube silver frame is made from steel.

A simple and effective solution for many applications.

Features:

• Stacks 8 high
• Solid metal skid base
• Easy lift handle
• Strong and durable
• Easy to clean plastic
• Packed in fours

Madrid without 
Arms
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ISO
These stackable chairs are practical and 
comfortable. Stack-away for an efficient space-
saving solution. Ideal for the boardroom, the 
meeting room, the seminar, public waiting areas, 
canteens and schools. These are the best 
example of a well established chair design that is 
a favourite in both public and the private sector 
environment.

Features:

•  Fabric, vinyl, mesh and beech wood finishes 
available from stock

• Chromed or black finish leg frame options
• Bespoke upholstery available
• Stack up to 12 high
• Usage: Visitor 8hr

ISO Mesh Back, Chrome Frame ISO Black Vinyl, Chrome Frame

ISO Blue Poly, Black Frame ISO Beech, Chrome Frame
ISO Blue Fabric, Black Frame

ISO Blue Fabric, 
Chrome Frame
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Whether it is that one and only 
opportunity to make the right positive 
impression in your reception, or 
the need to conduct comfortable 
and efficient meetings that create 
opportunity and solutions these are the 
right choices.

Our reception and break out collection 
provides a wide variety of options for 
every office environment.

Pandora
Tulip
Beau
Denton
Infinity
Infinity Modular
Neo
Oracle
Berlin
Glass furniture
High Gloss Boardroom
Reception Desk
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Pandora
Create your own atmosphere with the Pandora sofa.

The Pandora’s built in acoustic screens help to reduce 
outside interference which creates a comfortable and private 
space, making impromptu meetings possible amongst busy 
open spaces or simply providing your visitors and clients 
with a personal and tranquil waiting area.

The outer shell is upholstered in a subtle black cloth, whilst 
the inside is brought to life with a vibrant green fabric.

The Pandora is provided with four upholstered cushions to 
complete the package.

Make the right impression by choosing the Pandora.

Features:

• Built in acoustic screens reduce noise interference
•  Stylish chrome frame with strong and robust chrome legs
•  Complementing cushions provide additional comfort 

and support
• Robust and quality structure

Tulip
Pick the Tulip to help blossom your breakout area into a 
sophisticated and classy environment.

The stylish and intricately crafted one piece seat stems 
from an elegantly rounded aluminium base.

Its comfortable seat is finished in a contrasting and 
vibrantly coloured fabric upholstery.

The Tulip truly stands out from the rest of the field. 

Features:

• Crafted one piece seat
• Quality foams used in seat
• Aluminium plate base
• Charming design
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Beau
A design one-off, the Beau boasts vibrant upholstery in 
extraordinary shapes and curves which shout out that 
this is modern and fun. And as with all good design, 
functionality meets form with supreme comfort being part 
of the package. 

The Beau is a beautifully sculptured , eye-catching piece 
of seating.

Features:

• Vibrantly and uniquely designed
• Quality bonded leather upholstery
• High density seat padding provides great comfort
• Stylishly sculpted chrome frame

Denton
The Denton breakout chair will breathe life into 
any breakout area.

There is exciting green bonded leather upholstery 
throughout, encasing a comfortable and 
accommodating seat.

Subtle stitch detailing is complemented by rolled 
top armrests.

Features:

•  Supple bonded leather upholstery  
throughout

•  4 point aluminium base  
with nylon feet

•  One piece seat and  
 backrest construction

• High density seat cushion
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Infinity
The Infinity suite is a vast range of luxurious and 
versatile breakout seating that delivers endless options 
in style configurations.

There are single seat, sofa and modular choices that 
can be fashioned in many different ways for the most 
demanding space requirements.

This large range is finished in stitch detailed black 
bonded leather upholstery with polished chrome 
framing.

From large to small spaces – the Infinity suite 
accommodates to all.

Features:

• Black bonded leather upholstery
• Chrome finished frame
• Integrated armrests on selected models
• Complemented range

Infinity Modular
Turn corners and create an integrated modular 
seating look with this contemporary version of 
our crowd pleasing comfort break out solution.

Bench in Black 
Leather

Infinity Two 
Seater Sofa in 
Black Leather

Infinity Seat in 
Black Leather

Combinations 
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Neo
Traditional full bonded leather or soft fabric 
tub chair gives you a practical and cost 
effective solution for your reception areas, 
waiting rooms and breakout areas. The Neo 
offers simplistic style and relaxed seating to 
any work environment. Available in single or 
twin seat with matching table.

Neo Table 
Features:

•   Bonded leather sides
•  Bonded leather top
• Adjustable feet 
• Optional glass top fits all tables

Neo Twin Tub in White and Black 
Bonded Leather

Neo Single Tub in White and Black 
Bonded Leather

Available in Black and Blue Fabric Option

Neo 
White 
Table

Neo 
Black 
Table

Neo Black 
Leather 
Glass Top 
Table
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Oracle
Create the right impression in your reception 
with this modern, affordable, luxurious, 
square design seating in soft leather with 
matching table.

Available in Black and Ivory 
Bonded Leather

Oracle Table 
Features:

• PVC sides
• Melamine oak coloured top

Berlin
The Berlin coffee table is an attractive and 
practical choice for your reception area.

A combination of a clear glass top with 
frosted glass shelving is complemented by 
polished chrome legs.

• Tempered clear glass
• 2 tier frosted glass shelves
• Also available in black glass

Oracle Two Seater in Bonded Black 
Leather

Oracle Two Seater in Bonded Ivory Leather

Oracle Single Seater 
in Bonded Black 
Leather

Oracle Single Seater 
in Bonded Ivory 
Leather

Black Bonded Leather Table

Ivory Bonded Leather Table
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Glass Furniture
Specialist bespoke manufacturer GlassLab has 
teamed up with us to bring a range of prestige 
office furniture products to the UK market.

Made in Britain to order these unique items 
are made by hand and incorporate the latest 
adhesive technology binding together toughened 
glass panels with total strength.

They make the ultimate statement for those in 
premium spaces who want not only furniture,  
but an art form, at their fingertips.

Athos Desk Oros Boardroom Table Meranta Coffee Table

Kalon Desk Divri Desk Movri Table Athos Coffee Table
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Ochi Coffee Table Skala Coffee Table Skala Side Table Verno Table

Ossa Sideboard Unit Ossa Single Display Unit

Lissi Display Unit Lissi Display Unit 2 Lissis Sideboard

These items are made to order. As a consequence we cannot accept 
cancellations to an order as work starts immediately to deliver within 
3-4 weeks.

The products are delivered by specialist two-man teams. They put the 
furniture in position, polish, check and remove packaging. A customer 
satisfaction note is signed as proof the product has been delivered 
satisfactorily by our white glove service.

It should be noted that glass legged desks and tables come as 
a one-piece. Products with stainless steel legs come with legs 
separated from the one piece tops. Shelving is a one-piece item. It is 
the end-users responsibility to ensure access is possible - we cannot 
return product due to access issues.
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Two Cupboards with 
Flyover Top to Create a 
Credenza One-Piece Unit

Black High Gloss Boardroom Table

White Gloss Cupboard

Boardroom Table with 
Ritz Conference Chairs

High Gloss Boardroom
Introducing our fantastic new range of quality boardroom furniture available 
in High Gloss White or High Gloss Black. Polished 25mm tops and 
designer silver legs this range is easy to assemble and in stock. Any of 
the Dynamic chairs will compliment these tables. Why not include in your 
boardroom a matching credenza unit.

Let us help you stand out from the crowd.
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Reception Desk
Dynamic reception counters give the first impression at your front desk 
that winning formula. Distinctive, different and designer driven. The units 
are comprehensively equipped with full width desking, full depth fronts 
and sides, a third level shelf for signing in and an integral pedestal storage 
unit underneath to hold all those vital reception items. Available in high 
Gloss black and white, all white or the distinctive light walnut zebra 
stripe finish these counters set the positive image of your company from 
the very start. Floor levellers, wire management ports and silver upright 
supports are all included.

Black High Gloss Reception Counter Including Pedestal. 
Front and Rear View

White High Gloss Reception Desk System Including 
Pedestal Front and Rear Views

Walnut Effect Reception 
Counter with Distinctive 
Zebra Stripe Wood Finish

Walnut Effect 
Reception Desk Rear 
View with Two Flex 
Chairs



The information contained here does not form part of a contract. Our policy is one of continuous product and service development. We reserve the right to alter specifications, services and prices without prior notice. The company accepts no responsibility for 
any errors or omissions in our communications. E&OE exists at all times. Full trading terms and conditions are available on request.


